2014-15 PBA Request Timeframe

Acute Equity Areas of Focus:
1. Support students in completing their educational goals and professional preparation.
2. Provide access and opportunity for a broad range of students in meeting regional educational needs.
3. Foster a culture of academic rigor and professional excellence.
4. Operate effectively and efficiently through innovative use of technology and professional practices.

Does your request directly address one of the Acute Equity Areas of Focus? Yes → Is your request time sensitive (e.g., decision needed in October to meet the faculty hiring cycle)? Yes → Which Acute Equity goal does your request support? Goals 1, 2, 3 → Present at the Phase I Focused PBA Conversations on September 24. No → Present at the Phase II Focused PBA Conversation on November 18. Yes → Goals 1, 2, 3 → Present at the Phase II Focused PBA Conversation on November 19. No → Present at the annual PBA Conversations--Nov. 19, 20; Dec. 2, 3.

Identify: (a) the unit goal from your four-year plan that this request supports and (b) the primary UVU core theme or administrative imperative objective that this request supports.